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On Two-Dimensional Cell Patterns 
I?. E. BISSH~PP 
I)epartment of Physics, ‘The U?zizwsity of Chzcagu, Yerkcs Observator~~. 
Williams Bay, Wisconsin.* 
The condition that the motions encountered in the solution of thta 
He’nard problem be cellular is found to be equivalent to the condition 
that they be doubly periodic in their dependence on the horizontal 
variables x and y. Because the periodicity condition can be formulated 
analytically, it becomes possible to classify all of the possible cellular 
convection patterns. The general classification of the cell patterns 
1s given, and certain specific patterns are illustrated schematicallv. 
In the solution of the Be’nard problem, i.e. the determination of the 
convective motions due to thermal instability in a plane liquid layer 
of infinite extent, the horizontal dependence of the motions and the 
temperature perturbation is generally assumed to he separable. In 
particular one assumes 
where w is the z-component of the velocity. It is further assumed that 
the temperature perturbation has the same form as the :-component oi 
\relocity ; i.e. 
is the conductive temperature gradient. 
* The author now holds a National Science Foundation postdoctoral fellowship 
and is located in the Division of Applied Mathematics at Brown University. 
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If one attempts to find solutions of the stability problem which are 
of the form given by equations (l), (2), and (3), one finds that the linearized 
equations of motion and heat conduction are separable if @ satisfies the 
equation, 
(4) 
The separation constant, k2, is explicitly determined in the course of the 
solution, and it may be considered a fixed parameter in what is to follow. 
The vanishing of the z-component of the vorticity can be demonstrated, 
and it implies [l] 
where u and zl are the x- and the y-components of the velocity. 
The general solution of equation (4) is 
where 
lkij = k and (k)Z 3 0, (7) 
i.e. the vectors ki are a set of horizo&zl vectors.of length k, differing 
from one another only in direction. If we require IV to be real, @ must 
also be real, and we have 
4-i = 4i* (8) 
where we have adopted the notation 
kei E-k; (9) 
Consequently, the appearance of a particular vector, ki, in equation (6) 
must be accompanied by the appearance of its negative, k-i. We shall 
call the direction in the horizontal plane defined by ki and k- i the ith 
principal direction. 
We must now make a decision as to the boundary condition we shall 
impose on @(x,y). In the past it has been assumed that the convective 
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motions appear in a periodic array of cells, where a cell is defined hy 
a closed boundari: at which the normal component of \relocitv vanishes. 
By a periodic array we mean a configuration in which any two kighboring 
cells are either identical or are mirror images. The case where neighboring 
cells are mirror images can always, by choice of a larger unit cell, be 
reduced to the case where neighboring cells are identical. Presuming 
we ha\rr chosen the unit cell so that it is identically repeated, wc find 
that equi\,alent points within different cells define a two-dimensional 
lattice. Hence there esist two vectors. a and h, for which 
r=?ri+yj; wz=O,+l,...; ~2=0,+1,.... 
Rather than search for solutions of equation (6) which lead to specific 
cell shapes, we shall assume periodicity in two directions, as specified b! 
equation (lo), for our boundary condition. As will soon become evident. 
the doubly periodic motions are cellular, and we shall thus be able to 
classify all of the possible cellular motions. 
In \-irtue of its periodicity, CD can be expanded in the double Fourirl 
Series. 
where 
CD,,,, = .4mn cos m.a . r cos np . r + B,, sin mu . r cos up . r + (12! 
C,,, cos ma . r sin + . r + D,, sin mnu *r sin I@ P 
and 
By elementary trigonometry 
2@,,,, =: (A,, - D,,) cos (ma $ nf3) . r + {A,,,, + Dwn) cos (ma - llf3l . r mym 
(B,,,, + C,J sin (ma + np) * r + (B,, - C,,) sin (ma - I$) . r. \ L2a) 
At least one term of equation (11) must be nonzero ; suppose it is 
the term CD,,,,,. Evidently Qmn is a solution of equation t-1) as well, with 
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k, = (ma + np) and k, = (ma - np), if and only if (ma + #) 2 = (ma - @) 2 
or equivalently, 
ma- np = 0 (14) 
Hence, either one of ma and np (say $3) is zero, or a and p are perpendic- 
ular. In the latter case a and h are also perpendicular; and we see that 
if we assume periodicity of the motions in two distinct directions, the 
directions must be at right angles to one another. 
Let us now proceed with the classification of the periodic solutions 
of equation (4) in order of increasing complexity. 
CASE 1. ONE PRINCIPAL DIRECTION 
If we take ma = k, and nf3 = 0, equation (11) becomes 
@= ZAlcos G k,*r+ B,sinf k,*r. 
I=0 
That the above equation shall be a solution of equation (4) evidently 
imposes the requirement 
Al = Bl = 0 for If m (16) 
Consequently we have 
Brim 
~=---= k. 
a (17) 
By appropriate choice of the co-ordinate axes, we can arrange to write 
CD= Acosma-r 
where a points in the direction of the positive x-axis. In this case the 
velocity components are : 
id = W(z) cos mux 
I 
-1 
24 = llzcc W’(z) sin mux I 
I 
(18) 
Z’ = 0 J 
where the amplitude, A, has been absorbed in W(z). Motions of this 
type are generally called two-dimensional rolls. Since u is zero along the 
vertical lines defined by MUX = nx and v is always zero, the motions 
are cellular. 
Let us choose the co-ordinate axes so that 
a = ai, h = bj; n > 0, t1 > 0. 
Then 
Choosing 
we find 
k,=ma+np, k, = ma - nf3, 
@ = @mn = +1 cos (k, * r + 8,) + rj2 cos jk, . r + 8,) 
where 
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CASE 2. Two PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS 
41” = &{&na - am)* + (B,, - Cmn)*} 
42’ = a(w?m + aEn)* + (B,, -- c,)*) I 
tan 6, = (Bms + Cmn)/(Amn - Dmn) 
tan 6, = (B, - Gnn)/PLn + &I) 
37; 
Appropriate choice of the origin of our co-ordinate system reduces both 
8, and 8, to zero, and the velocity components then become 
ii’ = W){(4, + 42) cos mm cos n/ly - (A - +*) sin mux sin @y) (24) 
where 
,u = ~IxF W’(z){(#J, + $2) sin mux cos n/3y + I 
(4, - 4,) cos mux sin @y}, 
(26) 
2’ = :iF W’(.z)((~, + c#*) cos mux sin 7tpy $- 
(4, - $*) sin max cos ,n/?y}. 1 
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For the case +r = q& the horizontal projections of the streamlines 
are easily obtained from 
dy “L’ n/l tan @y 
clx=t== mu tan mu.x 
\Ye obtain by elementary means 
sin n/3y = C(sin max)rnD’ma)‘. 
(27) 
(28) 
For the more general case 
n/3 (4, + d2) cos max sin @y + (f$r - f#+) sin mux cos ~zpy = -. 
nm (I$~ + 4,) sin max cos qL?y + ($r - q&) cos mux sin 72/3y 
Since the slope of the line, @ = constant, is given by 
the projections of the streamlines are orthogonal 
family of curves, @ = constant. 
The positions of the stationary points of @ are 
trajectories of the 
those for which 
(30) 
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The solutions are 
mux = pn, npy = q7c 1 
The sufficient condition that a stationary point be a relative maximum 
or minimum is 
(33) 
== 4+tqS2m2u2n2fi2{ cos2 max cos2 npy - sin2 mux sin2 nby} > 0. 
Thus we obtain 
#& > 0: v?2ca = pn, npy = 4.x (max. or min.) 
I 
With the information contained in equation (34) we can easily sketch 
the horizontal projection of any cell pattern specified by two principal 
directions. Since the slope of the projection of the streamline is uniquely 
determined for any point in the plane with the exception of the stationary 
points, we conclude that the projections proceed from a relative maximum 
to the neighboring relative minima, and that, in the region between, all 
projections are differentiable curves except those which pass through 
saddle points of @. In the neighborhood of the stationary points, @ can 
be expanded in a Taylor series; and, depending on whether the curves. 
Cp = constant, are circles, 
ellipses, or hyperbolae, the 
detailed behavior of the 
projections can be spec- 
ified. 
It is evident that any 
two noncoincident stream- 
lines connecting a mas- 
imum and a neighboring 
minimum enclose a region 
which may be considered 
a rrll. In practice one 
considers some combina- 
tion of the projections 
which pass through the 
saddle points to be the 
cell boundary, for it is 
such curves that appear 
as apparent boundaries 
in an experimental situa- 
tion. 
In the case, I#J~ = $a, the sketches of the horizontal projection can 
be considerably refined. In addition to computing the projections esactl! 
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from equation (28), one can compute the fraction of the total flow which 
follows streamlines characterized by constants C in a specified neighbor- 
hood of any given value (say C,). For the purpose of illustration, let 
us take m = n, = 1, for otherwise we will just be describing the unit cell 
repeated (mnj times. We shall first consider C, < 1. Along the line 
w = 0, ux = n/2 and 
II = i 
1 
- g W’(z)a cos /?y 
1 
. (35) 
FIG. lb. The rectangular cell, wz = n = 1 and 
a = v3p. 
The fraction of the total 
fluid transport between 
streamlines characterized 
by C, and C, + dC is 
proportional to dylac, 
and, using equation (28), 
we obtain 
dP m ;dC, c, < 1. 
(36) 
For C, > I we define 
C’ = (I/CpJ)’ (37) 
whence 
dP M ; dC’, 
Consequently 
C,’ < 1. 
(38) 
I 
2?5 
4(a2 + P2) 
co< 1 
dP=, 
I p2dC’ 4(a2 + P2) C,kl 
(39) 
In figure (1) we have a plan view of two typical cell patterns for which 
+i = $2. The projections are drawn for equal increments AP, i.e. they are 
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so drawn that the volume of fluid crossing the lines, w = 0, per unit 
time is equally divided among the regions bounded by adjacent lines. 
These drawings illustrate all the essential features of cell patterns specified 
by two principal directions. 
VASE 3. MORE THAN Two PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS 
As we have seen in the previous section, the single term @,, is a 
solution of the two-dimensional wave equation containing two principal 
FIG. 2a. The hexagonal cell, 
6 = 0. 
FIG. 2b. The hexagonal cell, 
8 = - n/4. 
directions if and only if ma and np are nonzero and a. p = 0. We may 
now ask if other terms @,,,l,,t in equation (12) can be represented as solutions 
of equation (4) with the same value of k2? If so there exist solutions 
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containing more than two principal directions. The condition that both 
@,,,% and Qrn~,,l shall be solutions is, 
m2a2 + fi2p2 = m’2a2 + fl’z/P (40) 
OY 
cc2 b2 12’2 - ~2 
p2 = z = m2 _ m’2 (41) 
FIG. 2c. The hexagonal cell, 
@ = - npz. 
FIG. 2d. The hexagonal cell, 
8 = - 33214. 
It is evident that cells containing at least four principal directions can 
be constructed in many ways. Indeed it is possible to construct cells 
containing larger numbers of principal directions. The simplest cell 
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patterncontainingsisprincipal directions is the one for which LI = /~,Hz = ?,, 
and n = 4. Sinccx 
k” k2 
iz = py = 32 + 42 = 42 + 32 = 02 7- 52 = 52 + 02, (42) 
FIG. Ze. The hexqonal cell. B = - X. FIG. 3. .l rm,rc coTl~plrx crll 
That the motions specified by more than two principal directions 
are cellular follows from arguments which are identical to those used 
in the previous section. Again the cells can be sketched if one wishes to 
compute the positions of the stationary points of @. 
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One of the more interesting classes of cellular motions is that for 
which m = ?t = 1. In this case, a third principal direction can be 
added when 
OY 
mf2a2 = a2 + p2, 
nf2p2 = a2 + p2, 
m’ = 2,3,. . . 
n’ = 2,3,. . . 
(44 
The two cases being equivalent, we shall consider only the second to 
obtain 
k, * k2 a2 - P2 I ------=---= 
k2 a2 + P2 
1- G2, 
k, = kj, I 
and 
(45) 
(46) 
__- 
B cos ; (1/w2 - 1 x - y) + C cos (ky + 8) 
The case 
@ = COS f (1/3x + y) + cos ; (1/Gs- Y) + cos ky 
= 2cos+cos$y+cosky (47) 
is of particular interest since it describes the hexagonal cell found by 
Christopherson [2]. This cell is but one of the class of hexagonal cells 
defined by 
@ = 2 cos $1/%x cos f y + cos (ky + 19). (48) 
In figure (2) we have sketched the cells governed by equation (48) for 
several values of the parameter 6. In these sketches no attempt has 
been made to construct the projections so that they include equal 
increments A P. 
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The final figure is a sketch of the cell golrerned by the equation, 
Qi = cos f (VSX + y) + cos; (pT% - y) + cos ky. (49) 
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